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1. INTR~DUC~~N 
Let S be a finite set, with two binary operations “+” and ” . ” such that 
(a) S(S) is an abelian group, with identity 0, 
(b) both distributive laws hold in S, 
(c) there exists a multiplicative identity, 1, and 
(d) x . y = 0 if and only if x = 0 or y = 0. 
Then we say that S is a (finite) semzj?eld. The subset N, = 
(n E S: (xn)y = x(ny), Vx, y E S} is known as the middle nucleus of S. N, 
is a field, and S may be regarded as a (left or right) vector space over N,. A 
semifield in which multiplication is not associative (i.e., N, # S) is called 
proper. A finite semifield necessarily has prime power order and proper finite 
semifields exist for all orders q = p’, p prime, where Y > 3 if p is odd and 
r>4ifp=2. 
There is a considerable link between finite semifields and finite projective 
planes of Lenz-Barlotti class V.1. Indeed, any finite proper semilield gives 
rise to such a plane, and conversely any plane of the above type yields many 
isotopic, but not necessarily isomorphic, semifields. 
The paper by Knuth [4] is an excellent survey of finite semifields and their 
connections with projective planes. We mention one of the examples given in 
141‘ 
EXAMPLE 1 (Dickson Commutative Semifield). Let F, = GF(q), where 
q is odd, and let g E Aut F4. Let the elements of S be ordered pairs of 
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elements of F,, with addition in S being by components. Multiplication in 5’ 
is defined by 
(x, y)(u, 0) = (xv + yu, yu + ~xOuU), 
where 6 is a non-square in Fq. 
It is straightforward to check that S, as above, is a commutative semifield, 
which is proper provided of I, and that F, (regarded as the set 
((0, Y): Y E F,l> is the middle nucleus of S. Since S is 2-dimensional over 
F4, we could choose t G!J F, and write the multiplication rule as 
(tx + y)(tu + II) = t(xll + yu) + (yu + &“zlu). 
In this paper, we attempt to construct other semifields with the properties 
of Example 1, namely, that they are commutative and 2-dimensional over 
their middle nuclei. 
Our main results are presented in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3, we show 
that when q is even, the kind of semifields we are seeking do not exist-so 
that there is no even order analogue to the semifields exhibited in Example 1. 
This result seems to us to be fairly surprising and there does not appear to be 
any obvious geometric reason why this should be so. 
In Section 4 we consider the case when q is odd. Here we show that in 
addition to the Dickson semifields there is just one other infinite family of 
proper semilields with the required properties, and these give rise to a new 
class of projective planes. (The precise meaning of “infinite family” will be 
given in. Section 4.) There are probably many sporadic examples as well as 
the two infinite families and in Section 6 we give one such example with 
/SI = 54. 
In [4], Knuth introduced the concept of a weak nucleus sem$eld. This is 
a semifield S of order q’, having a subset F = Fq such that x( yz) = (xy)z 
whenever two of x, ~7 and z are in F. The Dickson semifield (Example 1) is 
such a weak nucleus semilield (with s = 2) as indeed is any semifield of the 
type we are seeking. In a later paper we shall make use of the results in this 
paper to find more families of weak nucleus semilields. 
In addition to [4], the reader can find more information about semifields 
and projective planes in Dembowski [I] or Hughes and Piper [2]. 
2. PRELMNARY DISCUSSION 
Throughout the rest of this paper q = p’ will denote a prime power and Fg 
will denote the finite field GF(q). S will denote a commutative semifield of 
order q2 whose middle nucleus is F,, so that S may be regarded as a 2- 
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dimensional vector space over Fq. If t E S\F,, then (1, t \ will be a basis for 
this vector space, so that S = (ta + p: ~1, /? E Fq}. The element t can be 
chosen arbitrarily, although at times we will be a little more selective in our 
choice of t. 
Addition in S is component-wise? and multiplication-using the properties 
of S-is as follows: 
(ta + P)(ty + S) = t(t(at’)) + t(py) + f(ctd) +ps. 
If we write t(t<) = tf(<) + g(c) (Vc E I;,), where f, g: I;b -+ Fq, then we have 
(la + P)(ty + 6) = t{f(ay) i- py + cd} + { g(a?/) + pa}. (2.1) 
It is a simple matter to check that the distributive laws are satisfied by the 
above addition and multiplication if and only if bothfand g are linear maps, 
so that 
We must also consider under what conditions (2.1) does not allow zero 
divisors. L.et us suppose that y# 0 and that 
(ta + P)(tr + 6) = 0. 
Thus, we have 
and 
g(uy) + fis = 0. 
Eliminating /I from these equations we have 
cd’ + Gf(uy) - yg(uy) = 0. 
Writing cxy = t and 6y-’ = r] we obtain 
rv* + f(&l - &do = 0. 
The only other case to consider is when y = 0, but this immediately yields 
that either 6 = 0 or a = p = 0. Hence, we have 
LEMMA 2.1, The multiplication (2.1) yields a semiJield ifan only $ 
(a) fund g are linear maps from F, + F,, and 
(b) C;$ + f(<)~ - g(t) f 0 VC I? E F,, with r f 0. 
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Note that (b) implies that g(c) = 0 if and only if 5 = 0, and, in the case of 
q even, that f(T) = 0 if and only if < = 0. 
We now give some alternative forms for condition (b) of Lemma 2.1 in the 
case of q odd. Then, clearly, (b) is equivalent to 
i.e., 
f’(r) + 4&(r) is a non-square in F,, vt-St& 
f’(r) +4&(t) = MO? (2.3) 
where h(c) # 0 for <# 0 and where n is a non-square in Fq. Since 
f(0) = g(0) = 0, then (2.3) holds even if r= 0, with h(0) = 0. We can 
rephrase (2.3) using the notation $ for the unique polynomial in Fq[x], of 
degree <q - 1, for which J(c) = 4(c) for a given function 4: F, + F,. Thus 
(2.3) holds if and only if 
J”(C) + 4&X) = ni2(0 (mod 9’ - X) (2.4) 
holds as a polynomial congruence with &((r) # 0 if 5 # 0. 
Moreover, as f and g are linear (see (2.2)), it is easy to see, for example, 
that 
r-l 
.a> = c fi TPi (2.5) 
i=O 
(and similarly for g). (See, for instance, Vaughan [7].) Equation (2.5) is also 
true in the case of p = 2, but we shall postpone any further discussion of the 
even order case until the next section. 
We conclude this section with another lemma. As mentioned at the 
beginning of the section, we have complete freedom of choice for the basis 
element t E S\F,. Clearly, however, different choices of t will yield different 
functions f and g. So, 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that t(t<) = f(c) + g(c) and that t’ = ta + p for 
sume a, /I E F,, with a # 0. Then t’(t’<) = t/f’({) + g’(C), where 
f’(T) = a-lf(a2t) + 2/3i 
and 
g’(t) = g(a’C) - a-‘Pf(a*T) -P2t. 
Proof: Consider t’(t’c) = (ta + /?)((ta + ,B)T> and use (2.1). The details 
will be omitted. 
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For example, if we chose 
and 
g(r) = nu*“<” - p’( 
for some a, ,!? E F,, a f 0, where o E Aut F, and n is a non-square in F,) we 
would obtain the Dickson commutative semifield of Example 1. 
Finally, as an exercise, we have 
EXAMPLE 2. S is a finite field of order q’ if and only if 
f (5) = a5 
and 
g(t) = PC5 
where a, p E F, and x2 t ax - p is irreducible over F,. 
3. THE CASE q EVEN 
THEOREM 3.1. There is no proper commutative semiJield of even order 
which is of dimension 2 over its middle nucleus. 
Proof. Suppose that q = 2’ and that f (5) and g(c) are mappings from 
F, -+ F, which satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.1. As noted after 
Lemma 2.1, f (<) # 0 unless < = 0. Consequently, if f (c,) =S(&), then 
f (5, + &) = 0 and so r, = r2. Hence f acts as a permutation of Fq, with 
f(0) = 0. Let f -’ be the inverse permutation; then f-’ is also a linear 
mapfromF,toF,,for, ifr,,r2EF~,thenf-‘(51+rz)=f-‘(f(81)+f(B?)! 
(for some 6,,62EF~)=f-‘(f(B,+8,))=8,+8?=f-’(51)+f-’(T2). Of 
course f -‘(&j) # 0 unless [ = 0. Replacing 5 by f-‘(r) in condition (b) of 
Lemma 2.1, we have 
f-‘(T)r2+rr+g(f-*(r))+0 V<, rl E F,, with 5 f 0. 
Now. for a given r # 0, replace r by (<lf-‘([))rj to obtain 
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f m-‘(tl and df -‘(t)) are linear maps, so we can write f - ‘(0 = CJ:,l fjl’, 
gcf-‘(<)) = 2;:; &r2kv where&, g, E Fq. (See (2.5)) Put 
and 
r-1 
G(t)= c gkt2k-1. 
k=O 
So (3.1) becomes 
v2 + rl + F(t) G(t) f 0 VII, E&‘,, <#O. (3.2) 
Let y E Fq be such that Tr y = I, where Tr 1’ = trace y = y + y2 -t . .m + y2’-‘. 
By Hilbert’s Theorem 90, y # v2 + q Vq E Fq, and the complement of the set 
{$ + rl: 11 C? F, / in Fq is the set {r’ + 7 + y: q E F,;. It follows that (3.2) is 
equivalent to 
F(5) G(t) = h2C3 + Nt> + Y (3.3) 
for some map h: Fq --f Fq. Let h(c) = Cfli’ hiti be the unique polynomial 
representation of h as a polynomial of degree ,<2” - 1. It is important to note 
that the unique polynomial of degree <2’- 1 which represents the map on 
the right hand side of (3.3) is CL;’ Hiti, where Hi = hi + h,&, interpreting 
i/2 module 2’- 1. Now the left hand side of (3.3) already has degree 
<2’-2<2’- 1, and so (3.3) implies the polynomial identity 
Extend the definition of Hi to all integer subscripts, by identifying Hi, and 
HiI whenever i, = i, (mod 2’ - 1). Then, for any I, since Hl E F,, we have 
H;‘= H, = H2r, 
and so 
r-- 1 




c ff;;y = hf’ + h, = 0. 
i=O 
(3.5) 
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Note that (3.4) immediately implies that for 0 < i < 2’ - 1, Hi = 0, unless 
iE9 := (2’+2”-2:O<j.k<r- l}. We are going to consider the left 
hand side of (3.5 j for I E .Y. Express each I E 9 as a binary number of 
length r. Let I = 2j + 2k - 2, where 0 < j < k < r - 1 I 
7)pe I. r- 1 >k> j>,2. Then 
1 = (0, 0 ,... 0, 1, 0, 0 )... 0, 1, l)... 1, 0). 
-r-k-l-+ tk -j* ti-I-1 
21 ai 
Z)pe II. j= 1, 
TJlpe III. j= 0, 
I = (0, 0 )... 0, 1, 0 )... 0) 
--r-k--l + +k- 
I = (0, 0 )..., 0, 1, l,... 1). 
-r-k--+ ck+ 
Type IV. r-lhk=j>2,then 
1 = (0, 0 )... 0, 1, l)... 1, 0) 
t-r-k-i- +-k----t 
The least positive residue (mod 2’ - 1 j of 2’1 (i = 1, 2...., r - 1 j in binary 
form can be obtained by permuting cyclically the representation of 1. For 
example, for 1 of Type I, 
2’-k-l1 = (1, 0, 0 )... 0, 1, l,... 1, 0. O?... 0). 
+k -j- e.j- ,+ &r-k+ 
Now suppose that I is of type I, j> 3. Then 2’1 (i = l.... I’ - 1) is not 
congruent to any member of 9, mod 2’ - 1. (This fails if j = 2, for then 
2’-k+11 is congruent to a member of 9.) Hence, by (3.5) if l= 2k + 2’ - 2 
(r - 1 > k > j > 3), then H, = 0. Then (3.4) yields 
fkgj=figk, for r-l>k>ja.?. (3.6j 
Suppose deg F > deg G. (If not, then interchange the roles of F and G.) We 
show that, for some a, b, c, d E F,, 
G(t) = aF(T) + bt3 + ~5 + d. (3.7) 
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This is trivially true if& = 0, Vj > 3 (and so gj = 0, V’> 3). Otherwise, if 
j, is any integer 23 for whichJo # 0, then, by (3.6), 
gk=afky where a = gj,/fO and Fr > 3. 
Equation (3.7) now follows. So (3.4) becomes 
r--l r--l r-1 r-l 
a t: f :t”+‘-’ + b x f,t;““+’ + c x f&zk +d c fkr2a-, 
k-Q k=O k=o k=O 
=(~~ffi<‘) +y. (3.8) 
Now, suppose 1 CZ 9’ is of Type III, with k > 2. Then, of (2’1: i = l,..., r - 1 } 
only 21 E 9 and so (3.5) yields 
By (3.8), this implies 
H -H;k-,. Zk+l-2 - 
afi=d’fi, k>2.’ 
Suppose that fk # 0 for some k > 2. Then a = d2. Equating the constant 
terms in (3.8) we obtain 
Ho + Y = kf i + &I = (dfo,)’ + (dfd. 
Hence y = (h, + df# + (h, + dfJ, which is impossible, as Tr y = 1. 
Thus fj = gj = 0, Vj > 2. But F(r) G(r) # 0, for < # 0, and so F(r) = f, or 
f, 4; and G(t) = g, or g,<. But (3.5) now implies that Hi = H, and so from 
(3.4) or (3.8) we have that H, = Hz = 0. We are left with the only possibility 
being that F(c) =fO and G(l) = g, dfO, g, # 0) and this yields f(C) = cr& 
g(c) = PC!, for some a, p E Fq. As already noted, this means that S is in fact 
a field. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. INFINITE FAMILIES 
In this section we show that there are just two infinite families of proper 
semifields with the required properties-in the sense that the same formula 
for f(r) and g(5) yields a semifield infinitely often. The two families are the 
Dickson commutative semifields (see Example 1) and a new family (see 
Example 3, below), each member of which has characteristic 3. 
I Provided b = 0 if k = 2; this may be assumed iffy = 0 for all j > 3. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let 4 = 3’ (y > 2) and let n be a non-square in F,. Then if 
and 
g(t) = nC9 -+ n35 
we obtain a proper semifield of the type we are seeking. Clearly Uf 
and g are linear. Furthermore f*(c) + 4&(r) = n2g6 + (nt9 + n35)r = 
nt’(<” - 2nr4 + n’) = n<‘(T” - n)‘. Hence, using (2.3), we have that the zero 
divisor condition is satisfied. 
Remarks. (i) Example 3 appears to yield a new class of finite semifield 
planes. Certainly the semifields of Example 3 are not isotopic to any of the 
other semifields that are known to the authors. 
(ii) The autotopism group of the planes obtained from Example 3 is 
solvable. This is quite easy to show and we shall not give the details here. 
(iii) The smallest semifield from Example 3 (i.e., when r = 2, so that 
1 S I= 3”) has f(c) = nr3 and g(c) = (n + n’)c. Hence S may be regarded as a 
weak nucleus semifield of “Knuth type.” It is the only member of Example 3 
of this type. For full details, see Knuth [4, p. 214, Case II]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that j’*(t) and g*(c) are linear polynomials (in 
the sense of (2.2)) over Fg,, of degree <qO, and that, for infinitely man>. 
extenyons F, of FsO, there are linear functions f and g satisfying Lemma 2. I, 
with f = f * and g = g*. Then either 
6) f*(5)=c,t,g*(5)=c2t (~,~c~EF~&or 
(ii) qO is odd, f*(t) = cc, g*(c) = nCP’ - $c’<, where c E FqO and n is 
a non-square in FqO, or 
(iii) qO = 3’ (r > 2), f*(t)’ + cg*(<) = n<“(<’ - n,)‘. where n, n, are 
non-squares in FqO. 
Note. Cases (i), (ii), (iii), above, correspond to Examples 2, 1 and 3. 
respectively, bearing in mind Lemma 2.2. 
ProoJ Assume that q is odd. Let x0 denote the non-trivial quadratic 
character in F,. By (2.4), 
x,(f”(O + 4&7(O) = z&f”(5)’ + 4&“(O) = -13 V(# 0. 
Hence 
s, = 1 x,(f w + 4&(G) = -(q - 1). (4.1) 
b@, 
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By a result of Perel’muter [6] ( a consequence of Weil’s theorem), 
&I < cqoP2, where cqO depends only on q,, . 
This contradicts (4.1) for large enough q. The above applies unless (2.4) 
holds as a polynomial identity and not just a congruence, i.e., there exists a 
polynomial h(r) in F,[<] such that, identically, 
f”(~)” + 4<g”K) = nfm) 
for some non-square n E F,. 
Write F(r) =f*((r)/& G(c) = g*(r)/<, H(r) = h(<)/& then we have iden- 
tically 
4G(<) = nH’(<) -F*(r). (4.2) 
Since n is a non-square, then we cannot have 2 deg H = 2 deg F > deg G. 
Thus deg G = max(2 deg H, 2 deg F). Now F and G both have degree of the 
form pi - 1 (see (2.5)), so that deg G = 2 deg F only when f and g both have 
degree 1. This gives case (i). 
Consequently, we may now assume that 
degG=pS-1 (l<s<r-1) 
=2degH> 2degF=2(p’- 1) (O<t<s). 
We can choose n so that H is manic. If, in fact, H(r) = <@-‘)‘*, then the 
r.h.s. of (4.2) begins 
e- ’ -jy(P’--l) + . . . ) 
which forces t = 0 and yields case (ii). 
Hence, we can assume that there exists a,, with (p” - I)/2 > a, (and 
possibly a2( <a,) etc.), such that 
H(4;) = l(P’- ‘)I* + h, r”’ + h, r”’ + . . . (A, 3 A* ,.*. # 0). 
Now the r.h.s. of (4.2) begins 
n4;pS-’ + 2&,p-“/*+~l + . . . + nqp + . . . - (fpP’-‘) + . ..). 
Recalling the shape of the 1.h.s. of (4.2), we see that, as ps-’ - 1 < a, + 
(p” - 1)/2 < p” - 1. there is no term in e1+(ps-‘)‘2. Thus 
a +PS-1 
1 -= 2(pf - l), 2 
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i.e., 
ps = 4~’ - 3 - 2a I (s > t). (4.3) 
and also 
2nh,=ff. (4.4) 
If p > 5. then the 1.h.s. of (4.3) is >5pt, which is impossible. If p = 3. then 
from(4.3j,s=t+landso3’=3+2a,.Hencea~=(3’-3)/2. 
Suppose. now, that t > 1. (Note that t > 0.) Then the coefficient of <“‘I = 
c3L-3 on the 1.h.s. of (4.2) is 0. Since (p” - 1)/2 = (3”’ - 1)/2 > 3’ - 3, 
there is no other term in 13t-3 appearing in H*(o). Moreover, the index of 
any term in F2(<) has the form (3” - 1) + (3’2 - lj, where t > t, > tZy which 
exceeds 3’ - 3 if t, = t and is less than 3’ - 3 if t, < t (t > 1). Thus, we are 
forced to have h, = 0, a contradiction. It now follows that t = 1 and s = 2 
and so H(r) = 5” f h,. By (4.4) h, = -f f/n = -n, , n, a non-square, and so 
H(r)=+n, and we have case (iii). This concludes the proof of the 
theorem. 
5. GENERALIZED HALL PLANES 
Suppose that n is a translation plane, of order $, having a subplane of 
order 9 which is fixed pointwise by a group of q(q - 1) collineations of z 
Then 71 is called a Generalized Hall plane. It is well known that any such 
plane may be obtained by deriving a semifield plane of dimension 2 over its 
middle nucleus. (See, for instance, Jha [3].) Hence, by deriving the planes 
obtained from Example 3, we can obtain a new class of Generalized Hall 
planes. Furthermore, given the coordinatizing semifield, we can write down 
the rule for multiplication in the quasifield coordinatizing the derived trans- 
lation plane. This gives our next result. We shall not bother with a proof, as 
the process is well-known. For details, see Ostrom [S] or Hughes and 
Piper [Z], 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S be a semiJield with multiplication (2.1). Let E be 
the semifield plane coordinatized by S and let f be the plane derived from TK. 
Then C is a Generalized Hall plane and 71 may be coordinatized by a 
quaslj?eld with the following rule for multiplication: 
@(a@ + UW if >!=O 
(ta+P)o(ty+@= tCBy-a6--(ay-‘))+(g(ay-‘) 
- df(ay-‘) - aS’lJp’ + /A?) if y # 0. 
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EXAMPLE 4. The planes derived from the planes of Example 3 may be 
coordinatized by a quasifield having multiplication 
(ta + p> 0 (ty + S) = t&J - ad - m3y-*) 
+ (nagy-g - n&f3y-3 + n3ay-’ + fYay-’ + ps), 
provided y # 0. 
6. A SPORADIC EXAMPLE 
In this section we give an example having q = 5*, so that IS/ = 54. Again, 
the plane may be derived to obtain a Generalized Hall plane. This example 
was found by trial and error methods. 
EXAMPLE 5. Regard F,, as F, [@I, so that elements of F,, are of the 
form a + bfi, where a, b E (0, f 1, +2). We obtain our semifield by taking 
and 
According to (2.3) we need only check that f’(T) + 4<g(l) = 
,p((” - 2fi<4 - 1) is always a non-square in F2,, for < # 0. This is easily 
done and we leave the details as an exercise. Note that the set of non-squares 
in F,, is {+\/2, &2&, f(l f 2@), f(2 f fl)}. 
Remark. There does not appear to be any reason why such sporadic 
examples cannot occur for practically any odd value of q. However, for 
larger values of q the computational difficulties are considerable and so we 
did not pursue the search for further examples. 
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